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CalConnect is an Industry Group

- Originally set up to allow companies who were working on new products to test interoperability without causing PR issues.
- Meets twice per year (was 3 times in the past)
- Next meeting October 7-11 in Philadelphia:
  - https://www.calconnect.org/events/
- We will host a CALEXT interim video-chat during like we did last time:
CalConnect has accumulated many documents which cover either experiments done by vendors or extensions which are in shipping products!

https://github.com/CalConnect/PUBLIC_DRAFTS

We’re working through and deciding what makes sense to bring to IETF
- either to work on (if it’s experiments)
- or as an informative track RFC to document what you might see in the wild
We’re also working on Contacts

• JSContact over in DISPATCH
• VCARD extensions
• CalConnect is a member of ISO and working on date and naming standards (e.g. ISO8601-2)
Keen to get new authors

- Right now most of the work is being done by Ken Murchison and Mike Douglass, often taking semi-abandoned work-in-progress
- We’d love to have more volunteers to work on documents! You don’t need to be a calconnect member, we’ll work on the calsify list.
- The bandwidth of calext to handle these documents depends on having reviewers and authors here!